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Mohamed Saleeh Rahamad was born in 1964 in a place called Chemor. He had higher education in Malay University and secured a P.h.d. before entering as a faculty of the Department of Mediain Malay University as a lecturer the poet was functioning as a journalist.

The poet has edited and published quite a number of educational books. The poet's published works include the following:

The poet has won quite a number of prizes in literary competitions conducted on a national level.

From 2010 onwards the poet has been serving PENA the Forum for Malay writers as its chairman.

POEM

Everything is but just a dream

Everything is but just a dream
The space has the sea as walls
Trees have roots in the sky
The precious beetles bloom in snow-forests
Gravels become royal floor
I wander hither and thither
Searching for umbrella and wool